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From the Editor
Easter comes early this year. According to the folklore of my boyhood
this means an early spring. This is good news for those of us in the Midwest.
We use the occasion of this issue to celebrate this high season of the
Christian year. Easter and Good Friday are inexorably bound together. We
recall both in our lead articles. We span a wide ecclesiastical spectrum in our
choice of writers—from a Scottish Presbyterian churchman to a Pentecostal
radio preacher.
Our Good Friday emphasis is a portion of a sermon by James S. Stewart
of Edinburgh. Dr. Stewart is one of the great preachers of our day. The
sermon entitled "The Ministry of Reconciliation" is taken from his book The
Strong Name.
The Easter theme is of a different type. It is an apologetic for the
historicity of the resurrection with an evangelistic appeal. Dr. Ward's dynamic
presentation heard on 500 radio stations weekly, comes through in this
sermon, "The Poorest Lie Ever Told."
The word "retirement" raises either anticipation or dread in the minds of
those approaching that time. For some it is the opportunity to do things or
pursue interests for which the working years allowed little or no time. For
others life has lost its meaning and time grows long and passes slowly. The
writer of the article "I Have Several Interests" gives some simple suggestions
for happy and productive retirement years.
Perhaps it is because I do not quite know the size of the Church in Africa
or the extent of its program. But I have the feeling that they are always
dedicating something. In this issue it is the Ekuphileni Bible Institute.
From Japan comes an Easter emphasis in an account of a Communion
Service. Perhaps someone from our Commission on Church Music could
co-author with Thelma Book a musical arrangement of the service that could
have a wider usage and blessing.
The current small group movement comes in for some observation on the
Pulpit and Pew page. Dr. Taylor is aware of the value of the small group. He is
also conscious of some perils.
The first in a series of articles concerning the curriculum to be available
for the Fall Quarter, 1970, appears on the Sunday School page.
I have indication from time to time that the adults sneak a look at the
youth page. This would be a good issue for adults and youth to read. Some
will have heard or read the material before but it still carries a punch.
Rev. E. J. Swalm, widely known and dearly loved throughout the Church,
is our writer of the "Between Brethren" feature. Brother Swalm was a bishop
under the former organizational structure for twenty-eight years
(1929-1957). In 1957 he was elected bishop of the Canadian Conference,
serving two five-year terms until his retirement in 1967.
Upon retirement he carried out a commission of the Canadian Conference
to write his memoirs. These were published in 1969 under the title My
Beloved Brethren.
As of this writing Brother Swalm and his wife are in residence at the
Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries, Elkhart, Ind., where he is a
Churchman in Residence for a portion of the academic term.
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Editorial

"I believe in the resurrection of the body
Occasionally I share in the worship service of churches of
other fellowships. Some of these congregations include in
their worship hour the affirmation of their faith in the
stating of the Apostles Creed.
I confess that I enjoy leading in this declaration. Perhaps
if it were done more regularly it could become routine. But
when I do it on these occasions I admit that there is a tingle
in my spine.
"I believe in God the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven
and earth..."
There seems to me to be no more appropriate time to
reaffirm our faith than at this High Season of the Christian
year. The three days climaxed by Easter morning are the
crucial days of our faith.
"/ believe. . . in Jesus Christ who was crucified, dead,
and buried.. . the third day He rose again from the
dead. . .
"I believe in .., the forgiveness of sins, the resurrection
of the body and the life everlasting. Amen. "
"The resurrection of the body." This is not an easy
affirmation to make. There is so much evidence against it.
Immortality is not so hard. But the resurrection of the
body is another matter. It is for this reason that we need to
go back often to that First Easter. It is for this very reason
we need to reaffirm our faith from time to time.
We are able to affirm this part of the Creed because of
the resurrection—the empty tomb and the grave clothes
undisturbed. Our faith is also supported by the message of
the apostles. Indeed, we have the Biblical teaching concerning man and his position in God's plan to support our
affirmation—"I believe in the resurrection of the body."
What is the significance of the empty tomb? Christ could
have discarded the body taken in the Incarnation and
returned to His Father in His pre-incarnate form. But He
did not. And because He did not and because we believe in
the resurrection of the body there are certain implications
for us all.
The Sacredness of the Material
God is the Creator of the material as well as the spiritual
and when He reviewed His creation He said that it was
good. Creation is now under the curse of sin and with man
awaits the redemption. What God affirmed in creation He
reaffirmed in the resurrection—the body as well as the soul
of man is His creation and it is good.
We then as Christians do not deny the goodness of the
material. It is not to be worshipped; neither is it to be
escaped. For the Greeks of Paul's time the material was a
hindrance to be cast off. Such an attitude had a tragic
counter-effect. Since the material was not valued, it was not
important. So you could have* immorality along side of a
spiritual religion; for what happened in the body did not
really matter. It may not be entirely without significance
that Paul wrote to the sensate Corinthians his great treatise
on the bodily resurrection.
March 25, 1970
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The Christian faith teaches that the body is sacred.
Indeed, it is the temple of the Holy Spirit. Immorality is of
particular consequence in the category of sins because it
involves the body (I Cor. 6:18).
The material world is not to be worshipped. It is to be
received with thanksgiving and is for man's use and
enjoyment. It is to be received by man with the sense of
stewardship and responsibility; not selfishly but for the
good of all and the glory of God.
Body and Soul .
We are less than Christian and we miss the meaning of the
empty tomb when we regard men as souls or as bodies. Man
is not a soul with a body or a body with a soul. Man is soul
and body.
It is so easy for the church to forget this. We minister to
the soul. We save souls. But man is spirit and body and
emotion and mind— as the first and great commandment
points out. He has needs that do not fit into our usual
understanding of "spiritual." Not everything is solved when
a man is converted. Nor can everything be prayed through.
The empty tomb says that the complete man is also body
and the Christian understanding of man will recognize this.
So we give thanks for doctors and counsellors; teachers and
social workers; evangelists and pastors; psychiatrists and
musicians.
Individuality and Identity
Surely a spirit has personality and identity, but we are
known by our characteristics expressed through our bodies.
The gestures we make; the features of our physique; the
sound of our voice are marks which give us identity and
individuality. These are expressed through our bodies.
While among certain religions the ultimate desire is to lose
one's identity the Christian faith seeks to keep it. This is
seen in the emphasis upon responsibility. The certainty of a
day of reckoning for good or for ill. And the doctrine of
the resurrection of the body and the fact of the empty
tomb give a graphic support to this emphasis upon the
individual.
The Christian emphasis upon the worth of the individual
has implication on this side of the grave. Jesus made it quite
clear and the prophets before Him that each person is
important. A small child was not to be ignored. Indeed, to
offend one of these was so serious an offense that the
offender would have better not been born.
Jesus said that institutions exist for man and not man for
institutions. There seems to be an inexorable trend to
subject the individual to the institution. The Communist
philosophy may be a well known example of the fact that
the individual exists for the state and is quite expendable
but this anti-Christian attitude does not stop there. It exists
when educational institutions are concerned with size and
grants and prestige, rather than with the student. It happens
when corporations lay off men by memorandum and fire
(Continued on page six)

". . . God was in Christ, reconciling
himself. . ." (II Corinthians
5:19)

The
Miracle of

the world

unto

for I am a sinful man, 0 L o r d ! ' "
Always that was the first reaction when
the light of Christ pierced the sinner's
blindness—a scorching sense of shame.
Is it not so still? Look into your own
heart. Do you remember an hour when
the face of Jesus rose before you, when
the fact of Christ flashed upon your
inward vision? Was that a comfortable
experience? Did it immediately suffuse

Reconciliation
James S. Stewart

If you were to make a study of the
personal interviews Jesus had with individuals, you would discover that in
almost every case two things happened
to the man or the woman who encountered Jesus, two dramatically opposite
tilings—the one an absolutely devestating sense of shame, the other an absolutely glorious feeling of liberation.
Take just one instance. You will
remember there was a day, near the
beginning of the story, when Simon
Peter, finding himself in the presence of
Jesus, suddenly fell upon his face in the
bottom of his boat, crying, "Depart
from me, for I am a sinful man, 0
Lord!" I fancy that the apostle, in some
of the sermons he preached after Pentecost, must have told and re-told the
story of that day. "I looked at Him, and
He looked at me," said Peter, "and in
that moment 1 knew that every wound
and weakness of my nature was open to
His glance. 1 knew that those clear,
steady eyes saw everything—the insincerities, the selfishnesses, the shabby,
pitiful subterfuges. 1 suddenly knew
that that was the kind of person I was.
It was not that He spoke words of
judgment to me He did not need to
probe or cross-examine or condemn: in
His presence, 1 knew. It was just as if a
veil had been torn away from my eyes,
and for the first time in my life I really
saw myself; and God pity me, it was a
tragic sight! 1 could not bear it; and 1
cried-'Let me alone! Depart from me,
Reprinted
from The Strong Name. Copyright Charles Scribner's Sons. Used by permission.
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you with a delectable glow of calm
content? You know it did not.. It
disturbed, and stung, and pierced, and
hurt. It brought not peace but a sword.
It smashed down all defences, and crumbled them to dust. Comfortable? I think
not. " 0 Christ, leave me! Take your
eyes off me! They are burning my soul.
I am a sinful man, O Lord!"
But come back for a moment to the
evidence of the Gospels. The extraordinary thing is this—that the flash of light
from the personality of Jesus which
induced in those men and women the
most abysmal shame also kindled the
most marvelous confidence and hope. I
think I can hear Peter continuing his
sermon. " 0 it was wonderful," he exclaimed, "the thing that happened next!
I had begged Jesus to depart, but there
He stayed beside me: and suddenly I
grew conscious that I was in the presence of a love such as I had never in this
life imagined possible, a kindness and an
understanding and a compassion such as
I had found nowhere else on earth. In
that moment, I knew I could start
afresh. I knew I could stand up and live,
and face the world like a conqueror. I
knew that heaven itself was at peace
with me. I knew the joy of the reconciled, the new song of the forgiven and
the free. No longer did I cry, 'Depart, O
Lord'; but this was all my prayer—
'Nearer, my God to Thee, nearer to
Thee!' "
And if that was the experience of
Peter, it is also the experience of countless thousands who have met Jesus on
the road. For the lightning-flash of God
which pierces the defences of our blindness and sin is the light of redeeming
love.
All this is focused at the cross. All the
powers of God, on the one hand to

desolate the soul with shame, on the
other to kindle it with joy unspeakable
and full of glory, are concentrated
there. When I turn my eyes to the cross
and gaze on Calvary, what happens?
This, first—the defences of self-excusing
and rationalization behind which my sin
so subtly hides from me its true colors
are penetrated and shattered once for
all. The death-ray of the cross breaks
every illusion down; and the truth about
sin, the world's sin and my sin—its
despicable meanness, its hateful ugliness—stands openly revealed. For suddenly, as I look upon that deadly tree
and its pure Victim, a voice within me
cries—"There is what your sin means:
behold your handiwork!" Is there any
awakening in life half so terrible as that?
But I am sure Christ meant it to
happen. I am sure He chose the road of
the cross deliberately, with that end in
view. His death, He knew, would flash
into the sinner's self-created darkness a
light that would never be put out; and
men would understand at last what sin
is in its essential nature, and what it
means to God. If the modern man is not
worrying about his sins, that simply
shows that the modern man has never
been to Calvary. I cannot possibly stand
there, and still delude myself into imagining that sin does not matter: it matters decisively for me, and it matters
terribly to God. It means—from God's
side of things—an eternal crucifixion, an
age-long passion, "the Lamb slain from
the foundation of the world," the unseen terrible background to that shattering moment in history when absolute
sinless purity saw suddenly down into
the uncovered hell of a whole world's
iniquity, and God was forsaken by God.
No wonder that in the Book of Revelation the souls of sinful men, being
confronted with the wounds of the
Lamb whom they have pierced, are
heard crying to the mountains, "Fall on
us," and to the rocks, "Hide us from His
face!" And when I see in that Christ of
incarnate love the wounds my cruel
hands have made, then there breaks
from my lips the despairing cry that for
one so wretched and abandoned there
can be no forgiveness in this world or
the next.
But stay! The double effect which
Jesus produced in those whom He encountered is supremely manifested here.
The paradox of the cross is this—that it
is at once the generator of the most
frightful shame that ever prostrated the
human spirit to the depths, and the
source of the most glorious hope that
ever sent man's courage soaring to the
heights. Why is it that the cross, the
Roman gallows-tree, fearful symbol of
deepest tragedy and iniquity, has become the magnet of mankind? How is it
that this thing has impregnated humaniEvangelical Visitor

ty with such a dynamic, deathless hope?
Why have all the greatest revivals of
religion down the ages thrust the cross
before the outcasts' eyes? Why do all
the noblest hymns of the cross tremble
with a kind of inexpressible excitement
and breathless wonder? Why has that
green hill far away become for millions
the center of the world? Why can the
thought and the memory of it move me
today to the very depths of my being?
Surely the reason is this—this glorious
paradox—that in the very place where I
become aware of a guilt that breaks my
heart, there comes to meet me a love
that passes knowledge. For Calvary was
not just Pilate's deed, nor the deed of
Judas, or Caiaphas, or the crowd; nor
was it only my deed, and yours, and the
deed of all the stubborn, sinning sons of
men. It was God's deed, God in action

to take the tragic wrongness of this
wayward, warring world upon His own
heart, God defeating the principalities
and powers of darkness at the very
point of their proudest triumph, and
shattering the shackles of their tyranny,
to set the prisoners free. And so the
beam that shines from the cross, the
very light which pierces and condemns,
and wrecks my self-defences, heals also
and blesses and gives life; and the shame
of the despairing becomes the joy of the
reconciled.
It is all contained in the three great
keywords of the Gospel of St. J o h n Light, Love, Life. In Jesus, in His sinless
personality and supremely in His cross,
there has broken through upon the
world a revealing Light stronger than
sin's blindness, "piercing," as the writer
to the Hebrews puts it, "to the dividing

asunder of soul and spirit, a discerner of
the thoughts and intents of the heart."
In Him again, in His person and His
death, there has appeared upon the
battlefield of man's defeat a Love that
travels in the greatness of its strength,
mighty to save, that looks forth as the
morning of a diviner day, fair as the
moon, clear as the sun, and—towards
man's ancient enemies—terrible as an
army with banners. The Light without
the Love would terrify me and breed
despair; the Love without the Light
would be powerless to reach my soul;
but the Light and the Love together
generate Life—a Life which, as I enter
into union with Christ by faith, becomes a present possession, eternal aiid
death-defying, because it is the very Life
of God. And in this, the reconciling
ministry of Jesus finds its consummation and its crown.

"Say ye, His disciples came by night, and stole him away while
we slept" (Matthew 28:13).

The Poorest Lie Ever Told
C. M. Ward

This was the poorest lie ever told.
When that first Easter Sunday morning dawned, Jesus' tomb was found
open and the buried body was gone.
Some public explanation had to be
made immediately. This was the story
that was circulated.
Before we cross-examine it, notice
two things:
First, the story settles once and for all
the fact of Christ's death and burial.
This is something that everyone admits.
It is also agreed by all that He predicted
He would rise on the third day. And
there is something further—the unanimous opinion that on Sunday morning
the body was missing.
Second, the priests had the most to
gain by a successful denial. If such a
denial cannot stand that test of crossexamination, then let every other attempt at denial be thrown out of court.
All the Jewish authorities said in
explanation was that the disciples secretly stole in and made away with
Jesus' body. Not one further particle of
counterevidence has ever been submitted.
Examine the story on its own merits.
If embarrassments to the enemies of
C. M. Ward is the radio evangelist
for
Revivaltime, international broadcast service of
the Assemblies of God.
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Jesus arise, that is the risk they must
assume in setting forth the story.
It is wrapped in improbability. It is
farfetched, a "whopper." Would a
trained watch of Roman soldiers all go
to sleep?
This would be noisy work, and more
than one person would have been involved in order to roll the stone back
and disturb the grave. There was no
evidence of haste. The napkin had been
carefully folded. The graveclothes had
been methodically arranged. And all of
this had been done in the dark? And are
we to believe that the soldiers slept
through the entire affair?
Where is the motive? In a crime, you
always look for a motive. The disciples
had no motive to steal the body of their
Lord.
If the disciples had given Him up as an
impostor when they saw Him die, then
the sooner He was out of their remembrance forever, the better for them. If
this were the case, let Him be buried
and forgotten.
On the other hand, if they believed
Him to be true, they had only to wait.
They had witnessed other miracles He
had performed. Would He fail now? The
Resurrection would be conclusive evidence and worth waiting a few hours
for.

It suggests the disciples had a plan and
that they were dedicated partners to a
master plot. Look at the facts. They
were in full possession of His body,
legally, on Friday evening. Pilate had
given permission. Why would they wait
until Saturday night to pilfer it?
Who was it then that did the stealing?
It couldn't have been Peter. He was
utterly ignorant of what had happened
when he rushed breathlessly to the
tomb on Sunday morning. John knew
nothing about it. He was as surprised as
Peter to see the grave open and empty.
It couldn't have been Thomas. He was
one of the last to believe. The women
couldn't have done it. These povertystricken friends of Jesus spent their time
and their meager income to buy and
gather expensive spices and myrrh to
return to the tomb and embalm the
body.
The authorities never told this tale in
any other trial. They never permitted it
to be subject to cross-examination.
Never once did they allow it to be
entered as evidence of fraud, subversion,
or blasphemy. They tried Stephen. They
tried Paul. There is no mention of it in
these trials.
To steal a body was a capital crime.
Yet not one of these accused disciples
(Continued on page twelve)

There are some people who think that
at a home for the aging, people live an
inactive life—just sitting around and
doing nothing. There are some people
that just sit and talk while there are
others that are busy. At the Messiah
Home, any person who is mentally and
physically able to work can find profitable employment, if the individual loves
work and is ambitious to do something.
Personally, I have several interests
that keep me well occupied. I receive a
great deal of satisfaction in being busy
and working with my hands. By doing
something that is profitable, it gives me
exercise, contentment, and a sense of
accomplishment—doing something for
myself and something for others.
Miss Peterman
Home.

is a resident

of the Messiah

One of my outstanding interests is the
making of bandages. This project involves many of our residents and also
people from outside the Home. Back in
the early part of 1967,1 had the urge to
make bandages. I did not know how to
start nor did I know how to do it, so I
wrote to my sister-in-law, Myrtle Peterman of Carlisle, and to Edna Lehman
and asked them to come to the Home
and help make bandages. Time passed
on, however, in September, 1967, several people came to the Home with
material and rollers. At the time I also
asked residents of the Home to gather in
the sun parlor, third floor west. How
encouraging it was to have six or eight
people present that first day. Though
we worked but a short half day and had
to learn how to make them, we were
well pleased to complete seven rolls of
bandages.
Since a number of us residents at the
Messiah Home are able to make these
bandages ourselves, there was no need
for the women from Carlisle to continue
helping us. Throughout the past year I
have had the residents of the Home help
make dozens of rolls of bandages. We
encouraged our people to come to the
sun parlor whether they could help with
this work or whether they were unable.
Some residents came with their walkers
and others came on wheel chairs. Seemingly, many people were interested in
this project. The attendance ran as high
as 27, and making as high as 57 rolls of
bandages in one day. We meet every
other Monday morning for several
hours. The social fellowship enjoyed
throughout this work period is very
gratifying.
The bandages we make are sent to our
hospitals in Africa and India, and some
are given to the Mennonite Central
Committee to be distributed as need
arises. We are in need of bandage material, such as old sheets, white or colored,
pillowcases, or anything that lends itself
to this kind of material.
My time is also given to other interests. I like embroidering pillowcases and
crocheting hems. This kind of work is
rather tedious but is very interesting
nevertheless. In the past year I have
found another interest; namely, patch
work. I can do the stitches but am
unable to knot the quilts myself. There
are those who offer to help me do this.
The following poem by an anonymous author I find both pleasing and
instructive:
"When rain beats down and all is drear,
As often is the way,
With happy smile I will recall
What Grandma used to say:
'Why bless your heart, it doesn't help
T o let the tears drip t o o ;
Just wipe your eyes and look around
For some good deed to do.'

With glee three letters she'd repeat,
Just M. O. H. were they.
And what their meaning we knew not,
For did we ask, she'd say:
'Why that's my m o t t o and I've learned
The very wisest plan
Is to f i n d f o u t what others need,
A n d help them if you can!'
With each success, as we would seek
Some helpful act to do,
We found that cheering others' lives
Would brighten our lives too.
I told her this one day and pled,
'This M. O. H. make clear.'
Then smiling sweetly, she replied,
'Make Others Happy, dear.
When stormy days give you the blues,
Just help to set things right;
Kind acts will f i l l the darkest day
With sweetness and w i t h light.
Look up the real unfortunates,
And ease their aches and pains;
As you make others happy, dear,
You just forget it rains.' "

I am thankful to God for a clear
mind, good hearing, good sight, and
nimble fingers. I feel myself unworthy
of a reasonable portion of health and
strength, and a good home which I am
enjoying day after day.

"I Believe . . . "
(Continued from page three)
long-time employees when changes at
higher eschelons occur. It happens when
a church is more concerned about program and facilities and tradition than
about the individual.
The ultimate significance of identity
and individuality is recognition. Certainly our sense of values will be different
in that eternal world. Just as the values
of the boy are not the values of the
man, just so I believe it will be in that
world to come. But the Apostle Paul
said that one of the values which will
continue is love. I believe that ties broken and friendships terminated by death
will find restoration and we will know
even as we are known.
Our Lord was recognized by Mary as
He called her by name. The disheartened
travelers to Emmaus recognized Him as
He broke the bread at the evening meal;
the disciples recognized Him in the
morning mist by the Sea of Galilee;
Thomas was convinced when confronted
with the wounds of His crucifixion.
We are told that He "shall change our
vile body, that it may be fashioned like
unto his glorious body." And this I believe.
"/ believe in the resurrection of the
body and the life everlasting. Amen."
Z
Evangelical Visitor

Religious News
"Help Line" to Assist Troubled
Help for the troubled will be as close
as a telephone in metropolitan New
York. The Help Line Telephone Center
opened Feb. 1. This seven-day-a-week
telephone service will express the growing concern of the church for people in
its community.
The telephone outreach is the latest
community-action project of Marble
Collegiate Church, part of Collegiate
Church Corporation, the oldest religious
body in New York City. A staff of 150
specially trained interviewers working
two shifts a month and a full-time
professional staff of seven will provide
personal counseling, crisis intervention,
family guidance, employment advice,
suicide prevention, addiction deterrence
and referral service.
Callers expect the questions to deal
also with a search for housing or a
school or information on rent control.
"When people in the metropolis need
help, where can they turn?" asked the
Rev. H. Leslie Christie, executive director of Help Line. "They are confronted
with massive telephone directories, competing services and indifference. Fear of
red tape and runarounds discourage
many," he said.
The number of Help Line is:
686-3061.
Catholic Priest
Joins Lutheran Church
A 39-year-old Dominican priest who
served formerly as the chaplain of Catholic University in Washington, has resigned his post to join the Lutheran
Church of the Redeemer, McLean, Va.,
as its assistant pastor.
Father Christopher Philip Grimley,
who was coordinator of religious life on
Catholic University campus submitted
his resignation after serving there for
four years.

ation, called for a "new look" at the
canon, message, and authority of the
Bible.
"We need to come up with a concept
that is more suitable to ourselves, our
students, and our Convention," he said,
adding that more freedom is essential to
a modern understanding of Scripture.
Slight Rise in Membership
Cited in 1970 Yearbook
Membership in churches and synagogues" in the U.S. totals 128,469,636,
according to figures compiled in 1969
by the National Council of Churches.
The total is a 1.6 per cent gain over the
previous year's tabulation.
This data on religious affiliation is
contained in the 1970 Yearbook of
American Churches. Most membership
figures reflect the calendar year 1968.
The 1969 edition of the Yearbook
showed 126,445,110 members in religious groups.
The percentage of the population
having church or synagogue relation
dropped from 63.2 to 63.1 per cent
between 1967 and 1968.
Lutherans Told "Money" Is Far
Better Word Than "Stewardship"
Churchmen should start talking about
"money" instead of "stewardship," the
Commission on Stewardship of the
Lutheran Church in America was told.
The Rev. Richard L. Peterman of
Summit, N.J., addressed the commission
and its closely-related Lutheran Laymen's Movement for Stewardship. He
said the word "stewardship" is a
"hedge" which 90 per cent of the
people do not understand. He implied
that the word "money" has a clearer
meaning.

Clergy Income Low
The salary of ministers in 20 major
Protestant churches is still far below
that of most other professionals and
many craftsmen and laborers, according
to a survey by the National Council of
Churches.
The study showed a median income in
1968 of $8,037. One minister in every
score of clergymen is considering leaving
his post because of inadequate income,
the report stated.

Beneath Jerusalem,
A Pre-Christian City Uncovered
Below the bustling Arab market of
Old Jerusalem an Israeli archaeologist
has discovered a lifeless city 2,000 years
old.
A network of large rooms branching
off from alleys and passageways are to
be found there, the labyrinths running
all the way to ancient Jerusalem's gates
—some a mile away.
The city is said to have disappeared
when the Romans destroyed the Great
Herodian Temple in AD 70 and plundered Jerusalem's Jewish property.

Professors Claim Southern Baptist
Biblical Concept Is "Inadequate"
The Association of Baptist Professors
of Religion has charged that the Biblical
concept of most Southern Baptists is
"inadequate" for the modern age.
T. C. Smith of Furman University,
Greenville, S.C., president of the Associ-

New Fish Group Appears
Three churches in Seattle have organized a new Fish group as the sign of the
early church continues to spread.
The purpose of the group is to offer
its services to people in need. Involved
are Presbyterian, Episcopal and Lutheran churches.
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The Greek word for fish—ichthys—is
an ancient acrostic, the letters standing
for Jesus Christ, Son of God, Savior.
Volunteers serving under its banner will
offer help on a neighborly basis such as
emergency baby sitting, transportation
to a doctor, providing a hot meal to a
family in trouble or visiting the lonely.
Told Racially Mixed Marriages
Are Not Sinful
Apartheid-supporting churchmen in
Capetown, South Africa, were discomforted when a study commission they
appointed told them racially mixed marriages are not sinful.
"Nowhere in Scripture is humanity
divided into isolated units on the
grounds of biological or natural differences," the commission reported.
"Who Is a Jew?" Sequel:
A Conversion Is Recanted
A new and "unusual" aspect of the
current issue, "Who is a Jew?" came to
light in Haifa in an appeal to the
Rabbinical Court to annul a conversion
to Judaism.
A 22-year-old Israeli student has
asked the court to annul the conversion
she underwent 11 years ago at the
behest of her mother. She said she
wished to declare herself a Christian
again, since "she does not feel fit .to
fulfill the commandments of Judaism."
Earlier, Israel's Knesset (parliament)
approved the first reading of a bill
which adopts the rabbinical definition
of a Jew. In effect, the bill states that a
Jew is "one born of a Jewish mother or
a woman converted to Judaism." Children of mixed marriages, where the
mother is a non-Jew, will not be considered Jewish by nationality unless
converted.
Draft Refugee Assistance Interpreted
Delegates to the MCC (Canada) annual meeting recently agreed after some
discussion that the need of individual
draft refugees from the United States
should take precedence over any reaction to the reason for their need.
Among the recommendations to meet
these needs were that family contacts be
made with refugees; loans and gifts be
made available to those in need; opportunities for spiritual ministries be sought
among them; and Mennonite employers
be encouraged to employ refugees.
View Europe Again as Mission Field
The church is undergoing renewal in
various countries of Europe, but for the
new decade of the 1970s Europe must
be regarded as a mission field, according
to Gunter Wieske, home missions secretary for Baptists of West Germany.
The church leader said Europe "for
the second time in history" must be
thus regarded, where less than five per
cent of the people may be committed
Christians.
(Continued on page fourteen)

DEDICATION
Eva Mae Melhorn

Miss Anna Engle speaking in English for the sake of the many visitors. I. Kumalo is interpreting
into Ndebele,

Staff housing for those serving at Bible Institute.
Bird's-eye view of Mtshabezi Mission, showing Ekuphileni Bible Institute in the distance at the
foot of the mountain near the Mtshabezi River (hidden). The Lumene River is in the foreground.

On Saturday, November 22, an estimated 600 people gathered under the
trees for the dedication of the Ekuphileni Bible Institute near the foot of
the picturesque Lupati Mountain. They
came from far and near—friends from
Zambia and from other mission societies
in Rhodesia, two local chiefs, several
school inspectors, medical doctors,
teachers, eager church people, and so
on.
Bible Institute students served as
guides for the guests. The campus includes an administrative block with four
classrooms, a library and offices, a boys'
eight-room dormitory and a girls' sevenroom dormitory, a dining-room and
kitchen, two staff houses, a storage and
shop building.
The dedicatory address was given by
Rev. J. Earl Musser, here on deputation
from America. Miss Anna Engle from
Pretoria, first teacher of the original
Bible School at Wanezi Mission, spoke
of the early days with interesting references to former students. Bishop Alvin
J. Book read the dedicatory rites.
The prayer of friends and staff of the
Bible Institute is that all the students
will give themselves wholeheartedly to
the Lord and, through study of the
Word, experience the true life in Jesus
Christ as suggested in the name "Ekuphileni Bible Institute."

Sampson Ndimanda receives a $15 award for
suggesting the name chosen for the Bible
Institute.
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Hold On!"

R. Virginia Kauffman

Why did I take the Pelandaba Road
Service bus instead of my Peugeot pickup for the 125-mile trip from Phumula
Mission to Bulawayo?
Rain every day for the past week! A
truck driver that came through from
Tjolotjo on the "upper road" said that
the exhaust pipe was under water part
of the way. When the bus from Bulawayo arrived, the driver told me that
my car would not make it through on
the "lower road." I was due to be at
Executive Board meeting at Mtshabezi
Mission prior to General Conference.
My decision? The bus on its return trip
next morning.
It was the closing day of the African
school year. With more passengers and
more luggage than usual, besides accommodating teachers by waiting until they
had closed their schools, the bus arrived
at the mission not at the usual 8 a.m.
but near noon. Again there was a wait
while the teachers turned in their registers and received their pay from
uMfundisi Bulgrien.
Finally at 1:15 p.m., we got under
way—my suitcase and bedding roll on
the bus top under the big tarpaulin
(waterproofed canvas), my tote bag on
the floor by my feet, and a cake on my
lap. I was up at five the previous day to
bake it—to help a bit with the job of
catering for the Board members—and I
was not about to leave it behind. I
began knitting as soon as I was on the
bus.
Steady drizzle all the way! About Wi
miles down the road the bus stopped.
Intent on my knitting, I didn't notice
why. But soon the conductor and another man took the axe, climbed atop
the bus and began chopping. The baggage was piled too high for the bus to
pass under a projecting tree limb.
Several miles farther on we came to a
stretch of road known to be a'bad place
and now covered with water. Busses
Dr. Virginia Kauffman is stationed at the
Phumula Mission Hospital
located in the
Gwaai District.
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have been stuck there before. Last year
I myself spent a few midnight hours
there. We stopped and the driver and
conductor got out. Wearing rubber
boots, the driver waded about to find
the best place to go through. When he
was ready to proceed the conductor
said, "Hold onto your seats and hold
the children tightly." Having no child to
look after, I clutched the seat with one
hand and my cake with the other.
Bumping and slithering around we made
it through.
At each of the many stops for passengers, the conductor would have to climb
on top of the bus. After getting back
inside he would take off his khaki cloth
hat, wring it out, and put it back on.
One time he said, "Whose chickens are
these? The cardboard box is dead and
the chickens will soon be dead too."
The four half-drowned chickens were
claimed by one of the lady teachers and
from there on had the privilege of riding
inside.
At one spot where loose soil had been
filled into some holes, the bus bogged
down twice but was able to back out.
"Start taking off your socks," said the
conductor to us with a grin. All the men
got off the bus (with their socks still on)
and once again the axe came into its
own, as the men took branches and
sticks and placed them over muddy
spots. Full speed ahead, we bounced
over the newly-made way, clutching the
seat and our belongings.
I thought delays a thing of the past
after a half-hour stop at Tjolotjo, as the
road from there on is better. Alas, it
does not pay to be too hopeful! Work
was being done on the regular road, and
so—a detour! There we got stuck.

Ordered off the bus, we women stood
in the drizzle while the men worked and
helped the bus back on the road. The
driver gunned the engine and by slightly
detouring the detour managed to get
through. It would have been difficult to
stay on the seat, had we been inside.
[Where was the cake?l
On the macadam road now! But as
we were approaching Nyamandhlovu,
we w e n t s l o w e r and s l o w e r —and
stopped. We had run out of diesolene.
Fortunately there was a telephone
nearby, to which the conductor walked
and called to town for fuel. We sat for
about an hour—not without entertainment! One of the teachers got out her
portable record player and we had
music.
When the second bus arrived with the
fuel, the conductor asked if anyone had
a cardboard box. Why? To make a
funnel for pouring in the diesolene!
"Cardboard box and funnel have I
none, but such as I have give I unto
thee," I thought. But A only said, "How
about a plastic bag? Tear open the
closed end, put it in the tank, and then
pour in the diesolene." I drew one from
my tote bag. This did the trick and after
the usual trouble of getting a diesel
engine started after it had run out of
fuel, we were again on our way.
It was 10:15 p.m. when we arrived at
the bus ranks in Bulawayo.
Was the time wasted?
It did much to perfect my patience. 1
got fifteen inches knit on both sleeves
of the sweater . . . I had many contacts
and chances to witness. I trust that the
Lord will use these for His glory. If
some person was helped, it was time
well spent.

The reward is patience.
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Passion Week . . . the Resurrection . . . Second Advent
Thelma Book
Before being married and moving
quite some distance away, Miss
Hamano, who had been especially growing these past two years and who served
as one of the church leaders, wanted
deeply to have a last time of feet-washing and communion with the Christians
here.
And so on a Good Friday evening we
held this special service just for those
who truly desired to come.
From a book of suggestions for family
worship I had read for the first time
about a Tenebrae (darkness) service—a
sort of reverse of the Advent candle
lighting service. Beginning with seven
candles, one for each day of Passion
Week, as events are read from the
Scriptures, a candle is extinguished until
the Body of our Lord, the Light of the
world, is placed in the cold, dark tomb,
and the stone is rolled over the door.
Mrs. Doyle Book wrote this account while
the Books were stationed at Nagato, Japan.
They are now living in Shimonoseki-shi.

Satan and darkness have done their
worst.
Then—glorious Easter Day—darkness
is dispelled and the true Light shineth. I
adapted this Tenebrae idea somewhat
and we planned the entire service
around it.
To make it possible for everyone to
come right from work and to begin
early, we all ate a simple meal together.
Then Doyle gave a short meditation on
the loving service we should render one
another, as illustrated by our Lord,
followed by the feet-washing service.
As we gathered in the main room
again, the seven candles were lighted
and the Scripture reading began. One by
one the candles were extinguished:
"Men loved darkness rather than light
because their deeds were evil."
"Judas went out, and it was night."
"This is your hour and the power of
darkness."
"Peter wept bitterly."

"He ought to die because He made
Himself out to be the Son of God."
"Jesus uttered a loud cry and gave up
the ghost."
"They laid him in a tomb which had
been hewn out of the rock and rolled a
stone against the entrance . . . "
And all the candles were out.
In the midst of the darkness the
words from Isaiah were read, "He was
wounded for our iniquities . . ."
Then we turned on the room lights
again and had the communion service,
partaking of the emblems. Following a
prayer time of thanksgiving for His
death and what it means to each of us,
again we turned off the room lights.
And this time, as Scriptures were read,
we relighted the candles. First, the
Resurrection! Then Jesus' words, "I go
to prepare a place . . ."
For the next three candles Jesus'
foretelling of the signs of His coming
again. Candle six was the ascension with
the angel message, "This same Jesus will
come again in like manner."
Last of all, again with all candles
lighted, the words from the letter to the
Thessalonians were read: "The trumpet
shall sound, the dead in Christ rise
first,. . ." The evening was concluded
with the singing of "Lo, He Comes,"
and "Is It the Crowning Day?" I should
like to do it again with organ background and a special group to sing
appropriate selections between Scripture passages. I know I for one was
deeply moved by the words of the
Scripture and the reality behind the
symbolism.
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Left for Rhodesia by air on February 21 for a two-year
assignment (VS) at the Mtshabezi Hospital—Dr. and Mrs.
Leroy Steinbrecher and family. Mrs. Steinbrecher (Eunice)
is the sister of Glenn Frey who has served in Rhodesia since
1952. Dr. Steinbrecher grew up in Kansas, attending the
Rosebank Church. The Manor congregation is Eunice's
home church. They have two children, Georgia born in
1965 while the Steinbrechers were at the Navajo Mission
for a two-year term; Bradley, born in 1967 while at Rochester, Minn, where Dr. Steinbrecher took a four-year internship in surgery.
10

Returning to Delhi to continue a witness among university
students-Joe and Marietta Smith. Joe (with Jay and Bonnie, who will resume studies at Woodstock School) enplaned February 11 from the Kennedy Airport, New York.
Marietta, extending her stay to be with Judy at Messiah
College, plans to leave via California from the West Coast
in a few weeks.
Evangelical Visitor

Pulpit and Pew
The Ce
Movement-

Creative

In this state, it is not the least
surprising that' "negatives" should be
burdensome. Some people are as enslaved by the law as any ancient Israelite, and in their struggle to keep their
"religion" by keeping the rules they are
as legalistic as any Pharisee. The Pharisee didn't enjoy his religion, either.
It is a delight to see these young
adults suddenly break into song. Somewhere they discover Jesus in His beauty,
and begin to open their inner selves to
Him. Frequently these days this is being
brought about in small groups, meeting
in close fellowship for prayer and study.
Actually, of course, many of these
spiritual misfits, who have had more of
a cultural religion than a personal faith,
are just coming into a valid experience
of regeneration. In a few cases the
breakthrough may be into entire sanctification. In the process, they are discovering that reality is in Christ, not in
certain externals which they had always
imagined to be the essence of true
religion. Understandably they now feel
like people just out of prison.

or
Cancerous?
RichardS. Taylor

A second-generation member of the
church writes to her parents that she has
come into new blessing and with it new
freedom through a small cell group.
Especially did she find emancipation
from a lot of handed-down "don'ts"
through studying the books of a recent
popular writer.
Since there was no one in the group
with enough spiritual maturity to sort
out the sense from the nonsense, they
apparently swallowed it all. Naturally,
the result was equally a mixture of good
and bad. On the plus side it does seem,
her parents report, that she has taken
hold of God in a new way and has
swung out into Christian service with
new verve.
Without any doubt many who are
loyally in the church are trying doggedly to follow a way for which they have
little heart. The restrictions seem stuffy
and repressive, while the privileges do
not excite them. No bell of authenticity
rings within.
Dr. Taylor is a member of the faculty of the
Nazarene Theological Seminary.
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This is all to the good, provided these
excited discoverers don't throw out the
wheat with the chaff. The daughter who
wrote to her parents, for instance, said
among other things that she was beginning to see that "always going to
church" wasn't as important as she had
been brought up to believe.
In a way we can sympathize with her.
A lot of people need to learn that a vital
Christian life is far more than simply
going to church. But the pendulum is
swinging from one error to its opposite
when the church begins to be discounted as superfluous baggage.
As incalculably helpful as the cell
group may'be, it is—and always has
been—a fertile seedbed for tares. This
was true with the early Quakers, and
also with the German Pietists. The
theological term for a particularly hardy
"tare" is antinomianism—that grace dispenses with law.
Contributing to this strange susceptibility to lawlessness is a distorted view
of Spirit-guidance, which so exaggerates
the importance of the individual that he
considers himself independent of all
other guidelines or bonds, including
those of the church.
This is individualism gone wild. It is in
religion what anarchy is in society.
When these twin "tares" are permitted
to take root, they choke out the values
of the cell movement, and as a result
what often starts well ends in moral and
spiritual disaster.
Finding God in a new way in a
close-knit fellowship is a wonderful adventure. It can also be a heady experience. The more intimate the group

becomes, and the "deeper" in spiritual
matters it believes itself to have gone,
the headier it can be.
Under the intoxication of feeling
divinely favored these people may become an easy prey for all sorts of
delusions. The group becomes exclusive,
then smug. Its members see themselves
as the "in" group. In their intimate
"confessions," and artificial, pumpprimed "honesty," they develop a
morbid pleasure in self-exposure.
Reserves may be broken down too
completely, with a possibility that
either a violent rupture or a swift
erosion of elementary morality will be
the consequence. This, too, of course,
will be in the name of religious freedom.
Such was the history of some of the
"perfectionist" (not Wesleyan) groups
of the nineteenth century. Fervor degenerates into fever, and spirituality
gradually and subtly slips into carnality.
It must be reemphasized that the
danger implicit all along is the infatuating fallacy that because Christian experience is more than rule-keeping, it is
beyond rule-keeping; that because the
center of gravity has shifted from law to
love, the law need no longer be observed.
This is an old illusion, and keeps
bobbing up in odd forms and places.
Always in its wake are fanaticisms and
irregularities, if not rebellions and immoralities.
Hence the small-group movement
which should be to the church a muchneeded blood transfusion can so easily,
if not guided by a strong hand and
sound sense, become a destructive leech.
Or, to use a different figure, the "cell"
can prove cancerous instead of creative.
John Wesley got the most out of his
class meetings and minimized the hazard
by building in from the start a strong
discipline. Care should be taken in the
selection of leaders, the balancing of
personnel, and perhaps regrouping when
a cell begins to show signs of becoming
too ingrown.
Let's not fight the cell movement. We
should rather try to foster it for the
spiritual growth of our people. But let
us be on guard against its perils, especially in some of the more dangerous
forms being popularized today. Socalled "sensitivity training," for instance, under a carnal leader can be the
devil's highroad straight to the pigsty.
Maybe we can beat the devil to the
draw" by healthy cell groups, led by
truly Spirit-filled people. But to be
healthy they must not be independent
of the church—certainly not antichurch-but organically within the
church, under the wise and sympathetic
guidance of godly pastors.
Reprinted
Holiness.

by permission
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Another
1907

John E. Zercher
With the Fall Quarter of this year the
Brethren in Christ will publish a complete Sunday School curriculumnursery through adult—under the
WORD OF LIGHT title. This is a
milepost in the curriculum journey of
the Brethren in Christ that extends back
over sixty years.
In 1907 the Brethren in Christ began
the publication of a Sunday school
curriculum. The Sunday school movement which among the Brethren in
Christ began in the late decades of the
nineteenth century had gained momentum. The interest of the Church in this
growing movement resulted in the providing of a curriculum.
In the early years of the Sunday
school the curriculum throughout the
school was "uniform"—all ages studied
the same scripture and basic theme.
Later "graded lessons" were introduced
with lesson subject and scripture portions adapted to the age of the pupil. In
1955 the General Conference recognized the growing demand for graded
materials and recommended to the
denomination the use of an approved
series of graded materials. The official
position of the denomination was at
that time: a uniform curriculum bearing
the WORD OF LIGHT imprint and the
approved graded curriculum for ages up
to and including senior high.
A number of years ago, the need for
an evaluation of our curriculum was
becoming increasingly apparent. There
was unrest in the Sunday schools and an
increasing diversity of teaching materials
was being used. The Board of Christian
Education and the Publication Board
began a study through the Commission
on Christian Education Literature of
means by which more adequate Sunday
school curriculum materials could be
made available. The curriculum they
sought needed to be biblically based,
doctrinally acceptable, and educationally sound.
The creation of a curriculum is a
costly project—beyond the means of a
denomination of our size. A solution to
this is the imprinting of an already
existing curriculum which is satisfactory
and whose publisher is sympathetic to
our needs and cooperative with our
desires. An imprint means that an exist12

1955

Milepost
1970

ing curriculum is chosen, our own name
WORD OF LIGHT is given and the
identity of the publishing house and
stores is added. The present uniform
lesson material bearing the WORD OF
LIGHT imprint is just such an arrangement. The material which will become
the basis of the new WORD OF LIGHT
curriculum is prepared by the David C.
Cook Publishing Co.
Why An Imprint?
An imprint arrangement with the original publishers of a curriculum indicates
a rather substantial commitment by the
imprinting group to its use. Promotional
plans are built around the imprint. A
group's image is identified with it. It
assumes a longer range identity than just
an official approval. So the creators of
the curriculum are more responsive to
the desires and counsel of the imprinting group than would otherwise be the
case. This is even stronger if the constituency of the imprinting group support
the effort and approach the potential in
usage which the size of the group would
suggest.
There is also the benefit of a unified
educational program in the Sunday
schools of the denomination. Families
moving from one congregation to another within the denomination will find
their children studying the same material in each school. It permits at the
denominational level the planning of
teaching aids, leadership training, and
special denominational emphases in a
way not possible if there is a variety of
curriculum being used in the Sunday
schools of the denomination. Sunday
school conventions can be planned on
the basis of common needs based upon
a common curriculum.
Workshops to acquaint superintendents, pastors, teachers and all interested
workers with the Curriculum are already
being held in certain areas of the
church. Each area will be included in a
workshop during March, April and early
May. You will have a chance to examine
the curriculum which is the basis of our
WORD OF LIGHT curriculum. You will
have a chance to ask questions, offer
suggestions and share in this significant
stage of a journey which began six
decades ago and which now leads us
into the closing decades of this century.

The Poorest Lie
(Continued from page five)
was ever arrested for it. Not one court
from Jerusalem to Rome ever called
upon one disciple to officially deny this
graveyard theft.
Add the risk to the soldiers if this
story were true. The punishment in one
of the most disciplined military establishments of all time was death for sleep
at the post of duty.
How could it have been done even if
someone had wished to do it? This was
only two nights after the Passover, and
that feast was always observed at the
full of the moon. It would have been
fatal for a prowler to have been caught.
This was private property. It belonged
to Joseph, an important citizen, a member of Israel's highest tribunal. Trespassers would have been dealt with summarily.
And, if there was one spot more than
another likely to be under curious scrutiny, it was the vicinity where this
Nazarene was laid.
What could have been done with the
body? How could they have successfully
disposed of it? If so many had been a
party to it, at least 120, how could it
have been kept a secret?
Think of the customs! No culture
afforded stricter regulations. To touch
dead bodies was an act of defilement;
you became ceremonially unclean.
The story the Jewish authorities circulated is totally unbelievable. And yet in
nearly 2,000 years that's the best explanation hell has been able to come up
with.
Thank God, your salvation does not
rest on a lie. You do not have to try to
believe some myth.
The resurrection of Jesus Christ is a
fact. It is the cornerstone of your faith.
It says with undeniable authority that
your Saviour rendered full satisfaction
to the law of God your sins had broken.
He took your place.
Just let me know that Jesus Himself
folded that napkin, burst those stony
barriers of the sepulchre, and led captivity captive, and I know that the atonement is perfect and complete. The
verdict is in. The jury of God has
declared me not guilty through the
offices performed for me by Jesus
Christ.
I am going to see that Man of the
early Sunday morning. So will you. Will
you share in His resurrection, or will
you curse those who tried to keep you
out of heaven with their lies and bribery?
The evidence is in. The decision is up
to you.
Reprinted
from The Pentecostal Evangel.
Used by permission.
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Youth
Captain Charles L. McCaffery of the York City Police
Department, York, Pennsylvania, is a fervent Christian. An
active member of the Church of the Brethren, he spoke at the
Roxbury Camp Meeting last summer. In a recent letter he
stated:
"I am now Captain in Charge of Public, Human and
Community Relations. All I have to do in my new position is
teach people to like each other. In other words, my job is to
stop a riot this summer, so if you have any ideas as to how I
can make all white people like negroes, and all negroes like
white people, please let me know. The only solution I have at
this time is to pray and ask others to help and pray for me."
The following articles, by unknown authors, have been
widely used by Captain McCaffery in speaking engagements.

How to Raise a
Delinquent
1. Begin from infancy to give the child everything he
wants. In this way he will grow up to believe that the
world owes him a living.
2. When he picks up bad words, laugh at him. It will
encourage him to pick up "cuter phrases" that will
blow the top of your head off later.
3. Never give him any spiritual training. Wait until he is 21
and then let him decide for himself.
4. Avoid the use of the word "wrong." It may develop a
guilt complex. This conditions him to believe later
when he is arrested for stealing a car that society is
against him and he is being persecuted.
5. Pick up everything he leaves lying around—books,
shoes, and clothing. Do everything for him so he will be
experienced in throwing the responsibility on to others.
6. Let him read any printed matter he can get his hands
on. Be careful of the silverware and drinking glasses he
uses, be sure they are sterilized but let his mind feed on
garbage.
7. Quarrel frequently in the presence of the children. They
won't be too shocked when the home is broken up
then.
8. Give the child all the spending money he wants. Never
let him earn his own. Why should he have things as
tough as you had them?
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9. Satisfy his every craving for food, drink and comfort.
See that every desire is gratified. Denial may lead to
harmful frustration.
10. Take his part against the neighbors, teachers and
policemen. They are all prejudiced against your child.
11. When he gets into real trouble apologize for yourself by
saying, "I never could do anything with him."
12. Prepare for a life of grief-YOU WILL HAVE IT.

Teenager: "Go Home!"
Advice recently given young people of Denver, Colorado,
by that city's Juvenile Court Judge P. B. Gilliam:
We hear teenagers complain: "What can we do? Where
can we go?"
The answer is: "Go home! Hang the storm windows,
paint the woodwork, rake the leaves, mow the lawn, wash
the car, scrub some floors. Help the minister, rabbi, or
priest, the Red Cross or the Salvation Army. Visit the sick,
the poor. Study your lessons. And when you're through, if
you're not too tired, read a book.
Your parents do not owe you entertainment. Your city
doesn't owe you a recreation center. The world doesn't owe
you a living. You owe it your time and energy and your
talent so that no one will be at war or lonely again.
You're supposed to be mature enough to accept some of
the responsibilities your parents have carried for years.
They have nursed, protected, excused and tolerated you.
They have denied themselves comforts so that you could
have luxuries.
This they have done gladly, for you are their greatest
treasure. In heaven's name, then, grow up and go home."
The judge has done more than give good advice. He's put
a new slant on family life. What he says deserves thoughtful
consideration.
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Religious News
(Continued from page seven)
Cites Peril to Church-State Separation
In all his years Glenn L. Archer says
he has "never seen such political pressures to contravene church-state separation as we see at the present time."
The executive director of Americans
United for Separation of Church and
State made the statement at the start of
the organization's 23rd National Conference on Church and State in Detroit.
"It is singularly appropriate that we
meet in the State of Michigan," he said.
"At this very moment Michigan is torn
with strife over the demands of the
Catholic Church for tax support of its
denominational schools.
"But Michigan is only one state that
feels this problem. In 39 states at this
moment the Catholic Church under a
plea of poverty seeks to impose the
costs of its institutions on taxpayers of
all faiths.
"Our leaders should take note of the
recent Gallup survey sponsored by A
Study of the American Independent
School of Cambridge, Massachusetts,
which registered 59 per cent opposed to
parochiaid in a nation-wide sampling
and only 37 per cent in favor."
Need School Aid for "Survival,"
Cardinal Tells Massachusetts
Richard Cardinal Cushing, acknowledging a deficit exceeding $ 1 million for
secondary and inner city schools in the
Archdiocese of Boston, urged Massachusetts to provide some financial assistance.
Such grants, the cardinal maintained,
should be given "for those services that
our schools provide that are equivalent
to the services of the public school."
Cardinal Cushing said this aid was not
asked before and was being requested
now "only because we need it for
survival."

Church News
ALLEGHENY CONFERENCE

ATLANTIC CONFERENCE

PACIFIC CONFERENCE

Mr. and Mrs. Abram M. Hess of the Pequea
congregation observed their 60th Wedding
Anniversary. They were married November
18, 1909, by Bishop Abram Herr. Their
children honored them at a luncheon at the

The Chino Brethren in Christ Church begins
the third phase of the development of the
church plant with ground breaking ceremonies for a new fellowship hall, which were
held Sunday morning, January 18. The new
3564 square feet building, which will be
constructed of masonry block, will serve as a
multipurpose
facility - including Sunday
school classroom space, and a large dining
area with kitchen facilities. The building will
be constructed with donated labor under the
supervision of George Hostetler and Carl
Heise.
The new building will be named "Tissot
Hall" in honor and recognition of the many
years of dedicated and faithful service given
to Christ and the church by Arthur and Lucy
Tissot, both of whom are active charter
members of the congregation. The first spade
of dirt during the ground breaking was turned
by Arthur Tissot, the oldest charter member
of the congregation. Also participating were
Martin Longanecker, Building Committee
Chairman, Daniel Heise, president of the
Christ Crusaders, and Diane Carroll, representing the Sunday school. Assisting in the ceremonies were George Hostetler and Ray Mussel-representing the Pacific Conference Loan
Fund. Pastor Charles Rickel spoke in the
morning worship service on the topic "Building for Service."

Willow Valley Restaurant. Open House was
observed at their home following the luncheon. They are the parents of six children: Lois
of Lancaster, Pa.; Suie, wife of Edward
Wissler, Landisville, Pa.; Mary, wife of Rev.
William Hoke, Pleasant Hill, Ohio; John,
Lancaster, Pa.; Mark, Hershey, Pa.; and Edna,
wife of Jay Hess, West Chester, Pa. There are
also 15 grandchildren and six great-grandchildren.
The Refton congregation is now publishing
the "Messenger," with a section entitled
"News and Views from the Pews" for their
members. The pastor is Rev. W. Dale Allison.
The Souderton congregation reports they
placed the emphasis on youth during the
month of February. The 8th was Pioneer Girls
Sunday. The girls conducted the service in the
evening. On the 15th the Junior Choir sang in
the morning worship service. On February 22
Bill Roberts, a high school senior from Skillman, N. J., spoke on "Christian Brigade in the
70's." The Christ's Crusaders, in addition to
inspirational meetings each Sunday, enjoyed a
"snack and chat" and a "sing-in."
On February 15 the evening service at the
Lancaster Church was devoted to the Boy's
Brigade with the boys of the congregation
taking part in the service. The closing message
was given by the pastor, Rev. Eber Dourte.
On Saturday, February 21, the Crusaders had
a Progressive Dinner.

The Allegheny Conference reports a new
pastor for Big Valley Church-Rev. and Mrs.
Lome Lichty from northwest Canada. They
will be installed in the late summer or fall.
The Mechanicsburg Church dedicated their
new organ Sunday afternoon, March 1, with
Mr. Robert Clippinger at the organ.
Dr. Stan Mooneyham addressed the S-l
churches in the Chambersburg Brethren in
Christ Church March 14, in a special Evangelism Rally.
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MIDWEST CONFERENCE.
On March 3 a chorus of Navajo young
people presented a musical program at the
Zion Brethren in Christ Church, Abilene,
Kans. The film, "Along the Navajo Trail,"
produced by the Eldon Berts of Upland,
Calif., was then presented.

CANADIAN CONFERENCE
On Saturday, February 21, the Couple's
Club of the Puslinch Church held a Gym
Night in the gymnasium of Emmanuel Bible
College. After a vigorous game of basketball
and other activities, the fellowship continued
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Tyrrell
where refreshments were served. The Singing
Devereux' of Fort Erie were guest singers
during the worship services, March 1. In the
absence of the pastor, Bert Ray Sider, services
were conducted by Gerald Tyrrell and Robert
Dilts, both first-year students at Emmanuel
Bible College.
The Huron District Youth Cabinet met at
Rosebank over the weekend of February 14
and 15. Featured was Dr. Lewis Brubacher
and also the Clairmounts from Messiah ColEvangelical Visitor

lege. About 20 young people came from the
Stayner District.
The Christ's Crusaders of the Erie District
held a banquet February 21 at the Wainfleet
Brethren in Christ Church. There were about
120 people present. The film, "Man of Steel"
was shown afterward. Lois Conklin gave her
prize-winning speech, "Student Concern" and
Rev. Howard Tyrrell spoke a few words.
Finally the two quiz teams, Walsingham and
Wainfleet, quizzed, with Wainfleet coming out
on top with a score of 200 to that of
Walsingham's 130.
A farewell service for Miss Mary Jane
Shoalts was held in the Wainfleet Church,
February 8. She is presently serving at the
Madhipura Christian Hospital in India.
From the Black Creek Ripples: A farewell
service was held in the evening service February 8 for Marilyn Sider. Miss Sider gave a
challenging farewell address. A love offering
was presented to her. On February 14 the
Crusaders had a "farewell social" for Miss
Sider and presented her with a "Viewmaster."
Then on February 20 about 50 persons
gathered at the Buffalo, New York, airport,
where, after a brief service led by Bishop Roy
Sider, Miss Sider boarded the plane bound for
Zambia. She will serve as a nurse in that
country.

Hess: Angelique Nicole, born Jan. 29 to Mr.
and Mrs. Wilbur Hess, Shenks Union Church,
Pa.
Keefer: Todd Andrew, born Nov. 26, 1969,
to Mr. and Mrs. Carl Keefer, Skyline View
congregation, Pa.
Schrock: Carrie Lynn, born Feb. 19 to Mr.
and Mrs. Willard Schrock, Jr., Clarence Center
congregation, N. Y.
Starr: Anthony Douglas, born Dec. 25,
1969, to Mr. and Mrs. Vern Starr, Brown
City, Mich.
Stouffer: Stacie Joe, born Feb. 15 to Mr.
and Mrs. John Stouffer, Chambersburg, Pa.
Taylor: Rachel Elaine, born Oct. 7, 1969, to
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Taylor, Sr., Paramount
congregation, Md.

WEDDINGS
Moss-Corbin: Reta Carol, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. W. O. Corbin and Robert Regan
Moss, son of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Moss, Jan.
25 at Beulah Chapel by Rev. Harold Wolgemuth.
Schlafman-Replogle: Nancy E. Replogle,
married to Gordon L. Schlafman, Feb. 14, by
Pastor Louis Cober.

OBITUARIES

BIRTHS
Archer: Amy Jo, born Jan. 15, came to live
with Mr. and Mrs. John Archer, Clarence
Center congregation, N. Y.
Book: Anthony Kenneth, born Feb. 26 to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerel Book, Nappanee congregation, Ind.
Brown: Dawn Renae, born Jan. 14 to Mr.
and Mrs. Merrill Brown, Clarence Center
congregation, N. Y.
Hess: Brenda Sue, born Feb. 25 to Mr. and
Mrs. Elvin Hess, Pequea congregation, Pa.

Albrecht: Mrs. Menno Albrecht (Irene
Kropf) was born Sept. 25, 1912, in Wilmot
Township, Ontario, and passed away Feb. 11.
She was married to Menno Albrecht Dec. 17,
1929 and was a member of the Rosebank
congregation, Ontario, Canada.
Surviving are her husband and three sons:
Donald of Brussels, Edward of Petersburg,
and David of Brunner; one daughter, Mrs.
Donald Hill, Kitchener. Also three brothers,
five sisters and nine grandchildren. Funeral
services were held from the Rosebank Church
with Rev. Wayne Schiedel officiating, assisted
by Rev. James Sider. Interment was in the
Rosebank Cemetery.

calendar
NHA Convention, Detroit-April 1-3
NAE Convention, Kansas City—April

7-9

*Centennial Sunday—July 5
*MCC 50th Anniversary Sunday-July 26
*Special bulletins are available for congregations to help
in the observance-of these days. Additional information
will be coming to the pastors to aid in making these
Sundays significant occasions.

March 25, 1970

Bracken: James Bracken, born August 6,
1906, passed away Feb. 16, Deckerville,
Michigan. Funeral services were conducted by
Rev. David H. Wenger, assisted by Rev. Melvin
Stauffer, at the Hacker Funeral Home in
Sandusky. Interment in the Moore Cemetery.
Byer: Mary Book Byer was born April 26,
1883 in Dysart, Iowa, and passed away Feb.
21 in Upland, Calif. She is survived by the
following children: Glen, Upland, Calif.; Mrs.
Lois Martin, Kansas City, Mo.; Everett and
Verland, Hamlin, Kan.; Wendel, Ontario,
Calif.; and Mrs. Douglas DuCharme, Lakewood, Calif. Her husband, Levi and one son,
Donald, predeceased her. She is also survived
by eighteen grandchildren and six great-grandchildren, and four sisters. Memorial service
was held in the Upland Brethren in Christ
Church with Rev. Elbert Smith officiating,
assisted by Rev. C. R. Heisey. Interment in
Bellvue Mausoleum, Ontario, Calif.
Hartenburg: Mrs. Blanche Hartenburg,
Wheeler, Mich., was born June 17, 1889, and
passed away Feb. 2 1 . She was a member of
the Merrill Brethren in Christ Church. She is
survived by four sons, Lloyd and Willis,
Wheeler; Max of St. Charles; and Cecil of
Mason; eleven grandchildren and seventeen
great-grandchildren. Rev. Kenneth Royer conducted the funeral with interment in the
Ridgelawn Cemetery in Breckenridge.
Moore: Mrs. Ida Moore of Midland, Mich,,
was born March 28, 1883 and passed away
Feb. 26. Her husband, Charles, died Aug. 29,
1959. She is survived by two sons, Verle and
Russell, Midland; two daughters: Mrs. Letha
Kiteley of Elsie, and Mrs. Warner Clark,
Midland; 18 grandchildren, 23 great-grandchildren and one great-great-grandchild.
Funeral services were conducted with the
Rev. G. G. Lyons officiating, assisted by Rev.
Clarence Yoder. Interment was in the Ridgelawn Cemetery, Breckenridge.
Rohrer: Albert M. Rohrer, born Sept. 3,
1883, passed away Feb. 17. He was married
to the former Elsie Hoke who survives. Also
surviving are three sons: Paul of Ashland,
Ohio; Levi of Wakefield, Kan.; Donald of
Chambersburg, Pa.; four daughters, Dorcas
and Mrs. La Verne Schildberg, both of Ontario, Calif.; Mrs. John Kohler, Ashland; and
Mrs. George Kott, Memphis, Tenn.; two sisters, two brothers, 16 grandchildren and 7
great-grandchildren.
He was a member of the Highland congregation for many years. Funeral services were
held from the Highland Church in charge of
Rev. Andrew Slagenweit, assisted by Rev.
Ohmer Herr. Interment was in the Fairview
Cemetery, Englewood, O.
Winger: Samuel, born Sept. 24, 1897, son
of Abraham and Elizabeth Baker Winger,
passed away Feb. 1. He married Rosie Mantle,
Sept. 2, 1925. He leaves to mourn his loss his
wife and six sons, 18 grandchildren, one
sister. He was a member of the Old German
Baptist Church. Funeral services were held
from the Heise Hill Brethren in Christ Church
with Rev. Herman Shuman officiating, assisted by Rev. William Miller, Rev. Andrew
McNiven and Rev. Alvin Winger. Interment in
the Baker-Cober Cemetery.
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Between Brethren

Intending After Easter. . .
A wicked king was vexing the early church. The
sacred regard held for the Easter ceremonies caused
a halt in his vicious plans. Divine interruption
created a permanent change. One of God's servants
was rescued f r o m being a victim of the king's
cruelty.
This is now 1970. The Easter memorials and
celebrations are still w i t h us. They provide a very
important part in the supply of the church's
v i t a l i t y . Their glorious messages are as invigorating
as ever. T h a t same church is still w i t h us. She may
feel u n w o r t h y of her illustrious predecessors but
she is just as invincible. She is still harassed by a
majestic foe even though a different strategy is
employed. We are assured the gates of hell shall not
prevail against her. This is a timeless promise. What
a buoyancy it gives us.
A f t e r enjoying the inspiration of these great annual
occasions we do well to reconfirm our faith and
c o m m i t m e n t s . We are t o l d t o " e x h o r t one another
daily and so much the more as we see the day
approaching." In doing this we can remind each
other of certain dangers that Paul referred t o by
the statement "beware lest any man should beguile
you w i t h enticing w o r d s . " Many people are shaken
by the dicta of modern discoveries. The a u t h o r i t y
of God's Word is questioned. Let it be k n o w n that
while science may help us t o correct some of our
interpretations, science is unable to challenge
God's eternal Word. We may wait long for reconciliation in some areas but God will eventually
vindicate His t r u t h .
A n o t h e r " b e w a r e " we w o u l d like t o p o i n t out is an
over-stressed ecumenism. Much, sentimental rubbish is being devoured by good people as they hear
sermons on the t e x t " t h a t they all may be o n e . "
This often slyly points t o a universal church. Now
in the afternoon of the twentieth century we must

not forget the price paid for the Reformation nor
the persecutions by state churches.
On the other hand we hasten t o warn against the
spirit of disunity so pathetically c o m m o n among
" b o r n again" believers. We j o i n hands to reject
spurious u n i o n , then sit in severe judgment on each
other. How tragic to have to admit that the
evangelicals cannot get along w i t h each other. We
draw battle w i t h our fellow Christians of like faith
when we should be closing our ranks. It is grievous
to see the Lord's people giving the dignity of
conviction to matters of o p i n i o n , interpretation,
and the like. The people we want to impress are
turned off. We fail t o get to them. This also has
resulted in creating schisms and splinters in denominational life. It usually generates a bitterness
against the parent group and some contemporaries
that takes t w o generations at least t o dissolve.
Again let us ask God to keep us f r o m a spurious
spirituality. Most Christian fellowships unconsciously hold certain u n w r i t t e n criteria regarding
the spiritual level of others. Religious dogma does
not make a person spiritual. Neither do attractive
vocabularies make one spiritual. It is disappointing,
t o say the least, t o hear a prominent churchman
refer t o brother
or sister
and emphatically
say they are not spiritual. Such critics are more
Pharisaical than they are aware of, or intend to be,
but it hurts the cause. Judging other people does
not make us holy. True holiness however will make
us more sensitive about judging others. It is easy t o
pin a label of delinquency on our fellow men on
the way to heaven. True, they may lack articulation and other abilities, but it is possible they
exceed us in sanctification. Many quietly pray,
give, love and serve beyond that of their accuser.
Heaven help all of us to be more Christ-like than
we have ever been in any post-Easter period.
E. J. Swalm
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